Countless emotions,
Drifting in the Air.
A place to unwind, a place to feel restored. A place to start life anew.
Ayurveda. The ancient art of healing. To heal oneself from the very core.
It’s here where life encounters you.
SIMFIL is floated with the objective of extending selfless services in
various fields like health, education, social service etc. to the people in
large. In line with the above objective, the company launches its maiden
venture of setting up a traditional Ayurveda Health Resort at Asia’s
longest drive-in beach, Muzhuppilangad, Thalassery. Here you’ll get to
experience a unique holiday in this exotic land. For those who seek a
healthy and conscious lifestyle, SIMFIL Ayurveda Beach Resort is the
perfect place to be in.

The unseen paradise
in God’s own country.
Muzhuppilangad Beach. A slice of paradise, that’s yet to be explored. One of the
most beautiful beaches in the country. And probably the longest drive-in beach
of Asia. A fantastic beach holiday destination. The long golden beach along the
warm Arabian sea, swaying coconut grooves and endless sunny days, add life to
our stressful life.
The shores of the beach are lined with boulders that protect it from strong
currents, and create a pool of shallow waters which is ideal for swimming. The
fringe of palm groves on the beach provides a cool resting place when the
tropical sun shines at its peak.
The wide curve of the beach allows a remarkable view of Kannur on its northern
part. The driving stretch extends to a distance of about 4 km. You can drive the
entire stretch without skidding in the sand. A path winding through the coconut
grove connects to this drive-in beach.

Celebrating
the heritage;
Rich and diverse
it stands.
The glorious past of Thalasserry has plenty of historical and cultural heritages to
celebrate and to be proud of. The fascinating monuments and heritage sites stand
quietly today to retell their story of joy, sorrow, courage and sacrifice before you. Its
culture can be seen as the culmination of different cultures owing to its coastal location,
influence of both French and British colonial advent and many related aspects.
Adorned with four rivers, canals, hills with orange hued rock and long scenic coastline
in the Kannur district of northern Kerala, Thalassery is rich in scenic beauty. Many
infrastructure projects are all set to change the face of Kannur. Which in turn results
in the growth of Thalassery as an international commercial attraction. With the
actualization of Kannur International Airport, the hidden tourism treasures of this exotic
place will be revealed to the international travelers. And this historic place will catch the
eye of the whole world.

Indulge in the
goodness of Ayurveda.
Rejuvenate Yourself.
Ayurveda. The blessing of nature to the mankind. Our ancestor’s centuries old gift to us.
India’s own traditional treatment system. Ayurveda exerts its emphasis more on preventive
rather than the curative aspect of therapy and orients itself towards a healthy and
enlightened lifestyle. Come, indulge in this amazing land and get rejuvenated.

Explore
the Hidden.
Seek Paradise.
Seek Tranquility.
Welcome to SIMFIL Ayurveda Beach Resort.
A unique ayurveda retreat center where you can experience
traditional ayurveda treatments, yoga meditation and the
wisdom of the ancient veda to bring about the union of body,
mind and soul.
Surrounded by fringes of coconut palms and the serene
river Dharmadam, the SIMFIL resorts is an oasis of peace
just meters away from the longest golden drive-in beach in
Asia. Whether you are looking for relaxation, rejuvenation or
tranquility, you are absolutely where you are ought to be - at
SIMFIL. The ambience, the serenity and the spiritual vibes
make SIMFIL, a slice of paradise.
So if you want something utterly out of the ordinary realm,
then visit SIMFIL and experience a unique holiday with
Ayurvedic detoxifying treatments and delicious delicacies.

Timeless in style
and enduring in value.
Alongside Asia’s longest drive in beach, stands this magnificent marvel. An
architecture which is as rich as the lands heritage. Every element that went
into the making of SIMFIL Resort holds a significant value. Carefully blended
with the lands traditional architecture as well as the modern amenities,
SIMFIL’s architecture holds the power to heal. The vast green landscapes
and gardens is made to suit with its surroundings. Every aspect of SIMFIL is
precisely crafted with the long standing principles of traditional architecture,
thoughtful planning & skillful execution. SIMFIL’s architecture is a true
reflection of the climatic and cultural influence of the region.
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facilities
•

28 Sea View Luxury Rooms

•

50 Pax Board Room

•

50 No’s Parking

•

4 Jacuzzi Suites

•

100 Pax Conference Hall

•

Speciality Restaurant

•

3 Wooden Cottages

•

300 Pax Open Air Theater

•

Terrace Recreation Area

•

Full Fledged Ayurvedic Spa

•

Children’s Play Area

•

Boutique

•

Traditional Pool

•

Ayurveda Clinic

Unwind and Revive.
And immerse in bliss.
The rejuvenation therapy includes body massage with hand and foot by highly experienced therapists
with medicated oil and cream, internal rejuvenative medicines and medicated steam bath. Kerala
equable climate, natural abundance of forest (with a wealth of herbs and medicinal plants) and the
cool monsoon (June- November) are best suited for Ayurveda’s curative and restorative packages.
Kerala is the only state in India which practices this system of medicine with absolute dedication.

Ayurveda Therapies
Shirodhara

Popularly known as third eye treatment
of Lord Shiva, a therapeutic ‘marma’ head
massage with herbal oils, medicated milk,
buttermilk or herbal decoction is poured
gently and steadily over the forehead
in a continuous stream using a special
rhythmic swaying movement. This results
in a fantastic sense of deep relaxation
and inner peace.

Nasyam

The nose is the doorway to the brain
and is also to consciousness. The nasal
administration of medication is called
Nasyam. An excess odd bodily humours
accumulated in the sinus, throat, nose or
head areas is eliminated by means of the
nearest possible opening in-the nose.

Abhyangam

Abhyangam is an Ayurveda way of oil
massage with marma therapy. Marma are
vital points of the body which contain
prana energy. Gentle pressure on marma
while doing massage, provides prana
energy to the body and mind which gives
ultimate healing.

Pizhichil or Sarvangadhara

In Pizhichil/ Sarvangadhara, pieces of
linen, dipped in luke warm medicated
oils, are squeezed on to the body of the
person who lies on a specially made
wooden plank. Pizhichil is an effective
remedy for optimum relaxation.

Shiro Vasthi

Khizi

Beauty Care

Udvarthanam

Vasti

Kizhi treatment is a therapy wherein
heated herbs and medicinal oils are tied
in cloth bags and placed on the area to
be treated. This is followed by specific
massages, done using the fingers, heel of
the hand or palm. The pressure application
varies according to the nature of ailment
and the spot.

This is a procedure in which a belt is fastened
around the head covering the portion of the
forehead so a well-like formation takes place
over the head. This is then filled with medicated
oil and kept for some time. This is beneficial to
the diseases of the head, especially in difficulties
arising due to injuries in head.

The whole body is gently massaged with
medicated powders prepared from various
herbs. This helps to reduce fat patches
from the body, toning of the muscles,
improves blood circulation and eases joint
pain. Regular Udvarthanam is good for not
only cellulites but it helps to lose weight by
increasing the basal metabolic rate.

Netra Tarpanam

Bashpaswedanam

This treatment aims to provide rejuvenation
to eyes. Dough of Urad (black gram) is put
around the eye ball in such a way that a dam
like appearance is seen. Then herbal healing
ghee (purified butter oil) is put in this groove
to lubricate eyes and surrounding areas which
will be kept warm for 30-35 minutes. This
provides improved vision with beautiful eyes
and strengthening of the eye tissues.

This medicated steam bath is a unique
treatment. Under this treatment, leaves of
medicinal plants are boiled and steam is
passed to the whole body. This treatment
is helpful to eliminate impurities from
the body, reducing fat and also helpful
in fighting with some skin diseases.
This is also indicated as Purvakarma for
Panchakarma procedures.

Herbal cream is applied on face and neck
through constant massage movements
for 30 minutes. Later, gentle herbal steam
is given and different herbal face pack
dissolved in rose water is applied on the
area. This treatment is very effective
for toning of face muscles, to induce
relaxation and relief from acne problem.

Ayurvedic vasti involves the introduction
into the rectum of herbal concoctions
of sesame oil and certain herbal
preparations in a liquid medium. Vasti,
is the most effective treatment for
vata disorders although many enemas
over a prescribed period of time are
usually required. It relieves constipation,
distention, chronic fever, cold, sexual
disorders, kidney stones, heart pain,
backache, sciatica and other pains in the
joints.

Nadiswedanam

Nadiswedanam is usually done for localized
conditions like osteoarthritis, sprain, or to
relieve some localized pain as in cervical
spondylitis. Fomentation is done with
the vapors generated out of medicated
decoction, then applied to the affected
area with the help of a rubber tube. Proper
oleation of the affected part is done prior
to nadiswedanam.

Uzhichil

This whole body deep muscle massage
with medicated oil is a very relaxing
technique. It gives all the benefits of
abhyangam and tones the muscles. Uzhichil
regulates the flow of energy within the
body and improves blood circulation.

Navarakkizhi

It involves massaging of the body with
small linen bags filled with Navara after
liberal application of medicated oils. It is
of great benefit to those with atophy of
the muscles, arthritis and weakness of
extremities. Individuals will benefit from
this treatment for anti-aging effects and its
ability to prevent disease.

Aroma; you smell, you
taste; Ecstasy, That’s
beyond.
SIMFIL Ayurveda Beach Resort caters for the tastes and interests of both those
who prefer whiling away on the beach and those who like their holidays filled with
activity. And while we provide a wide range of facilities, we ensure that our client
suggestions are taken into consideration to accommodate any special preferences.
•

Spacious well furnished rooms, Cottages- A/c and non Ac

•

Separate treatment rooms for Male and Female

•

Multi-SPECIALITY Restaurant

•

Team of Specialist Doctors, experienced Therapists and staffs

•

Library

•

Full time Resident Doctor

•

Day time lady doctor

•

Yoga and Meditation Hall

•

Antique shop

•

Pharmacy

Heal your mind,
Body and soul.
Attain the ultimate.
Being at the very edge of a beautiful, wide beach, we give
high premium Ayurvedic treatments, yoga, meditation and
other rejuvenation packages to keep our guests in harmony
with the natural environment.

Ayurveda packages
•  Classical Ayurveda Therapy
............................................................................................................
•  Special therapy for ailments of IT 
and other professionals
............................................................................................................
•  Ayurveda Clinical Yoga Therapy
............................................................................................................
•  Rejuvenation Therapy
............................................................................................................
•  Monsoon Ayurveda Therapy
............................................................................................................
•  Body Purification Programme
............................................................................................................
•  Stress Management Programme
............................................................................................................
•  Weight Reduction Programme
............................................................................................................
•  Anti-aging Programme
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Thalassery Fort  

  9.1 km

•

Overbury’s Folly  

  8.9 km

•

Dharmadham beach                      5.7 km

•

Holy Rosary Church  

•

Maneshwari Bhagwati Temple  16.8 km

•

Odathil Palli   

12.3 km

•

Sea View Park   

10.8 km

•

Mission Hospital  

  11.6 km

•

Co-operative Hospital   

  9.5 km

•

Thalassery Sea Bridge   

12.3 km

•

Jagannath Temple

  12 km

•

Juma Masjid  

  10 km
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Follow your Footsteps,
Follow your soul.
The essence of an Ayurvedic holiday at SIMFIL encourages you to indulge in serenity and inner tranquility of mind and
body. Our goal is to provide this exceptional experience by bringing together the grace of nature and the healing touch of a
traditional ayurvedic treatment. The SIMFIL family awaits eagerly to give you the best upon your arrival.

  9.2 km

Muzhuppilangad Beach.

The unseen Paradise.

SOUTH INDIA MEDICAL FOUNDATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE LIMITED
Corporate Office:

1st Floor, Badanish Arcade, Logans Road, Thalassery-1,Kerala
T: 0490 2325199 | e: medifotly@gmail.com | www.simfil.com

For Enquiries: +91

94468 09000, +91 93491 19509, +966505 680900

